
Computer Back-up Systems
Computer Failures

1.  Oops = I just deleted a file I needed and emptied the trash so it REALLY gone.  HELP!!!

2. GR-I-I-I-I-ND = Whatʼs that strange noise the disk is making.  And the computer wonʼt start up.

3. STOP, THIEF = hardware is gone or destroyed.  Fire, flood, thief, etc. 
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No perfect solution to preventing data loss
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Data Loss Prevention

Manual solutions - Will you really do it?

" Back-up CDʼs or DVDʼs - 
" " and how many do you need for the 300 GB of data?  Not workable in the " multi-

gigabyte world of videos, audio tracks and photos.

" Backup hard drives - works fine, but will you actually do it?
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Automatic solutions

In House
" Time Machine - great for data loss from the system drive.  No good for system files back-up.

" SuperDuper, et al - Can do automatic back-ups of just data  or entire system disk (i.e. System 
clones that can boot the system)  Can be automatic or manual.

" BUT - What about the destruction of your house?  I keep a copy in my detached garage

Out House
" Carbonite, Mozy, etc.  OK for data, but maybe not for huge amounts of data, 100ʼs of gigabytes 

for instance.  Costs some $ but not outrageous, Around $55/year the ad says for Carbonite 
unlimited.  Canʼt recreate system disk.

"
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Another tool - RAID Arrays - Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks
Make with hardware (buy it) or software (Snow Leopard Disk Utility)
Common array types -           RAID 1 has redundant disk copies
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Some not so common types
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And you can go nuts with combos
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Some definitions
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And for Tom, who has a bunch of old disks laying around
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iMac
MacBook Pro 

 Laptop

AirPort Extreme 
Base Station 

wireless router

Software RAID 1 array (2 - 1TB disks)

Partitions:

- iMac 173 GB Time Machine (hourly), back to March, 1/2 used
- iMac Clone 160 GB (SuperDuper automatically 1/week)

- MBP 346 GB Time Machine (hourly) back to March, 1/2 used
- MBP 320 GB Archives

MBP SuperDuper Clone
 on 320 GB portable disk

Stored in garage

iMac SuperDuper Clone
 on 160 GB portable disk

Stored in garage

What do I do?


